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Abstract – Electromagnetic interference, man-made noise,
and multipath effects are main causes of bit errors in power-
line communication. To design an efficient powerline
transmission system, the channel characterization has to be
known and this paper deals with a statistical noise model
(SNM) for the indoor powerline channel in a frequency band
from 1 MHz to 30 MHz . The SNM parameters are obtained
from large-scale measurements of the noise density spectrum
on a real powerline channel. All measurements are between
line and neutral at different locations in the same grid. The
SNM is used for simulation of the noise density spectrum and
offline analysis on the powerline channel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Powerline communication (PLC) has become popular
for broadband access, multimedia sharing, and as part of
the smart grid since it allows for fault detection, automated
meter reading, etc. However it remains challenging task to
achieve reliable high-speed communication over
powerline channels due to its complicated characteristics.
Similar to conventional communication channels, the PLC
medium is affected by noise, path loss and multipath [1].
The powerline communication (PLC) channel is extremely
influenced by various disturbances like reflections of the
transmitted signal on impedance discontinuities which
result in signal echoes [2], [3] on the powerline channel.
Therefore the powerline channel could be considered as
similar to a multipath environment. The transmission
performance of the powerline channel is also affected by
the electrical load. Additional electrical appliances on the
network could change the amplitude and the phase
characteristic of the network impedance. The time
constant for changing the network impedance is usually
greater than the time for transmitting a symbol. So the
changes of the network impedance could be eliminated.
The transmitter and the receiver use the test sequences to
adjust their transmission parameters to the actual channel
impedance. Noise on the channel is an important
parameter for the data transfer over the powerline channel
as different noise sources acting at different locations
could abruptly change the noise characteristic of the
Powerline channel [4]. PLC medium is exposed to
interference from various sources, such as narrowband
transmissions radiated by high frequency and emergency
radios such as AM, FM etc. The aggregate of low-power
sources, such as electrical loads plugged into the
powerline network generates the slowly time varying
background noise with a nonflat power spectral density. In
this paper, the noise density spectrum (NDS) on the
powerline channel is investigated by means of various
measurements and the NDS generated by different
electrical appliances is experimented at a frequency range

of 1 MHz to 30 MHz. This paper also offers a thorough

examination of the background noise acting on the PLC
channel. The parameters of the SNM are dimensioned
using the measurement results. The noise measurements
and the simulation results are useful for a characterization
of the PLC channel which would help for designing an
efficient forward error correction mechanism for
powerline communication.

II. MEASUREMENT OF NOISE

The primary sources of noise on the PLC channel are
electrical loads and radiated disturbances from the
environment. A connected electrical appliance, which
injects noise into the PLC channel, is referred to as a
single disturbance. Noise sources for the powerline
channel could be classified into sources which produce 1)
synchronous disturbances with the main voltage frequency
2) smooth spectrum noise 3) single-event impulse noise
and 4) nonsynchronous periodic noise [6]. The total noise
level on the PLC channel is represented by the
superposition of impulse disturbances and background
noise [5] and the NDS on the PLC channel was measured
between neutral and line from 1 MHz to 30 MHz.
A. Noise of Single Disturbances

The measurement setup for single disturbances is
showed in Figure 1. The artificial network terminates the
device under test (DUT) with standardized impedance
with respect to the reference ground and supplies the DUT
with power. Furthermore the artificial network insulates
the test circuit from external interferences coming e.g.
from the AC-voltage network. A spectrum analyzer is used
to measure the NDS and the PC controls the measurements
and stores the measured data. The 1: 1 transformer was
needed for the galvanic separation of the measurement
setup. All measurements were carried out in accordance
with conducted EMI standards.

Fig.1. Measurement setup for Single Disturbances

The DUT has to be positioned on a non-metallic table in
front of a metallic grounded wall with dimensions of at
least 2 m. The NDS of a personal computer (PC) and
computer monitor are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3
respectively. The 50-Hz line voltage is rectifiorred, filtered
and chopped in the PC mains adapter. This chopping
procedure causes small pulses in the NDS and the distance
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between the pulses in the NDS is equal to the chopping
frequency. The NDS of the PC varied between 7 dBµV
and 38 dBµV and the low frequency noise process is
overlaid by a high frequency noise process. The total NDS
of the PC has a maximum of 38 dBµV at 10.355 MHz.
The NDS of the monitor reaches a top level of 33 dBµV at
7.885 MHz. Between 1 MHz and 10 MHz the NDS
oscillates in the range 8 dBµV to 32 dBµV. In the
frequency band from 13.5 MHz to 27 MHz the NDS has
an average value of 6.6 dBµV. Figure 4 shows the NDS of
an air conditioner. The NDS of the air conditioner has a
maximum of 55 dBµV at 17.6 MHz. From the three
depicted noise density spectra sit is clear that the air
conditioner generates the worst noise disturbances in the
investigated frequency band. Furthermore the generated
NDS of the air conditioner depends on the switching
instances, which was unpredictable.

Fig.2. Noise Density Spectrum of a PC

Fig.3. Noise Density Spectrum of a Monitor

Fig.4. Noise Density Spectrum of Air Conditioner

B. Background Noise
Background noise is a component that is still remained

once the impulsive and tonal components are eliminated. It
can be consider stationary and its power spectral density
falls with the frequency. For the measurements of the
background noise transformer is not used because its
behavior at high frequencies could not be predicted
exactly. The measurement system is coupled with the
powerline via a high pass filter to block the 50-Hz voltage.
It has been observed that in the frequency range from 1
MHz to 30 MHz the filter attenuation is 0 dB. The
spectrum analyzer is connected to the coupling filter with
a suitable probe. The PC stores the results and controls the
measurement. The measurement setup for the background
noise is shown in Figure 5.

Fig.5. measurement setup for the background noise

The NDS of the background noise acting on the PLC
channel was measured in intervals. In addition the
measurements were come out at different locations in
order to examine the dependency of the background noise
on the environment. Figure 6 shows the background noise
on the powerline transmission channel in a residential
house at different time and the NDS is computed using
Welch’s method [8].

Fig.6. NDS of the background noise in a residential house
at different time

Measurements at different locations show the same
behavior of the noise on the PLC channel. The
measurement results also reveal the fact that the powerline
channel is not an AWGN channel (Additive white
Gaussian Noise). The background noise on the powerline
channel is overlaid by impulse disturbances. Therefore the
average value over the measurement results could not be
used for the characterization of the PLC channel. The
calculation of the average value would reduce the
influence of the peaks in the NDS. Furthermore the level
of the background noise in a frequency band or the
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presence of a specific noise disturbance could not be
predicted exactly, so the noise on a PLC channel could
only be modeled with a statistical noise model.

III. STATISTICAL NOISE MODEL (SNM)

The SNM allows the NDS on the PLC channel to be
simulated offline and it is based on the probability density
function (PDF) of the NDS. For the determination of the
SNM, the frequency range from fB = 1 MHz to fE =30
MHz is divided into I (I  N) frequency intervals with the
same length L. L can be calculated using the equation
L= [Hz]

For the following it is assumed that the noise density
spectra in the I frequency intervals are statistically
independent of one another. A frequency interval ( ∈[1, ]) contains ( ∈ ) measured samples of the NDS
(iϵ [ximin, ximax] ) is the average value of the NDS
samples in the interval I on the measurement location at a
given point in time. The values of i were arranged in a
histogram in such a way that all values of i are
categorized into classes’ c of the same length ∆ .For each
class the number of values in this class (Nc) was
determined. Nc divided by total number of measurements
(NM) defines the relative frequency

H (i C) =

For NM , the relative frequency in equation 2 tends to

the probability P(i C) with the probability 1[7]. The

probability that the average noise level in I is in the class c
could be approximated by

With .

For the PDF (x) in the frequency interval I it follows

that [7]

(4)

(x)= (5)

As equation 5 shows accuracy of the approximation of the
PDF with the equivalent probability

depends on the length of the class

The principle of the SNM is depicted in Figure 7.
Measurements for NDS on the PLC channel carried out

at diverse locations over several days every 15 minutes.
The measurement results allowed the PDFs for different
locations to be derived for every frequency interval i.
These PDFs were stored for the simulation of the NDS.
The distribution of the random variable i, is calculated
using the following equation [7]

= (6)

In the offline simulation of the background noise, the
noise level in every frequency interval i is selected
according to the PDF by a random process. A random

generator of a PC only generates values for the uniformly

Fig.7. Frequency intervals and PDFs

distributed random variable η in the interval ]. For the
implementation of the SNM on a PC, the uniformly
distributed variable has to be mapped to the variable
with the PDF (x). The random variable η could be

transformed into a steadily distributed random variable
by the equations [7]:

= y (7)

= (8)

The distribution function of a uniform random variable is
determined by

)= (9)

From equation 8 and 9 it follows that
= (10)

(11)

is the mapping function of a uniformly

distributed random variable to the PDF of the random
variable .

The principal of the histogram, the approximated PDF
and the mapping function are shown in Figure 8. For the
simulation the NDS on the PLC channel, histograms are
built for every frequency interval i. The histograms enable
the PDFs and the distribution functions of the

intervals i and mapping functions to determine.

At any simulation step for every frequency interval i a
uniformly distributed random variable η is generated by a
random process. With η is mapped to the random

variable ξ

Fig.8. Histogram, approximation PDF and mapping
Function

The measured NDS of the background noise in the lab
and the simulated NDS with the SNM for the same
location are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.
For the dimensioning of the SNM parameters 300
measurements of the NDS at the lab were made (I = 5800,
L = 5 kHz).
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Fig.9. Measured NDS in lab

Fig.10. Simulated NDS in lab

Some simulated peak disturbances differ from the peaks
in the real measurement. This is due to the fact that the
depicted measurement result is only one example of 300
measurements. The simulation result in Figure 10 is based
on the statistic of 300 measurements. The accuracy in the
simulation could be achieved by using of more number of
measurements for determining of the PDFs. Moreover the
incrementation of I (by fixed fE and fB ) also increases the
simulation accuracy.

Powerline noise simulator is useful for the design of a
powerline transmission system and the principle of the
simulation is depicted in Figure 11.The output of the
simulator N (f) is the sum of the background noise density
spectrum B (f) and the NDS of a specific disturbance D(f).

Fig.11. Powerline noise simulator

The NDS for various single disturbances is stored in a
data pool. The SNM produces the NDS of the background
noise of the PLC channel at a specific location by a
random process. With α attenuation of the NDS of a single

disturbance could be considered. On a real powerline
transmission channel the attenuation of the cable
determines the value of α and for the simulation the user
selects the single disturbance and the value of the
attenuation α.

IV. CONCLUSION

The noise on the channel is determined by appliances
connected to the network and by radiated emission from
the environment. Measurement of the NDS of various
electrical appliances and background noise shows that
PLC channel is not an AWGN channel and it could only
be described by a statistical noise model. Measurement
results of the NDS of real disturbances and SNM would
help to develop a powerline noise simulator. This
simulator could be used for the design of efficient
powerline communication system.
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